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Report to: East Sussex Strategic Partnership (ESSP)

Date: 3 November 2010

Title: Countywide Environment Strategy for East Sussex 2010-2026

Author: Stephen Potter, Environmental Strategist , ESCC

Purpose: To inform ESSP of progress towards a Countywide Environment Strategy

Recommendation:

That the East Sussex Strategic Partnership:
1. note the preparation of a draft county-wide partnership Environment Strategy for

East Sussex
2. endorse the public consultation of the Strategy with a view to subsequent adoption

of it as ESSP’s Environment Strategy for East Sussex, in line with the Countywide
Action Plan.

1. Introduction/Background

The strategic priority for the environment and climate change in Pride of Place is to “protect
and enhance our natural and built environment for current and future generations, and enable
individuals and organisations to tackle and adapt to climate change”.

The Pride of Place Countywide Action Plan encourages partners to work together to promote,
protect and enhance the natural and built environment and develop a countywide partnership
environment strategy leading to cleaner and greener communities and improved access to
open spaces.

The East Sussex Environment Strategy Group has come together in response to this, as a
network of organisations and individuals, working together to help deliver the strategic
environmental priority for the county through a partnership strategy. The draft Strategy is at
Appendix 1 to this report and a list of current Environment Strategy Group members is at
Appendix 2.

The Strategy reflects the shared environmental objectives of partners and recognises the
important role that achieving the strategic environmental priority and its associated actions will
play in supporting the delivery of other strategic priorities in Pride of Place, notably those
relating to economic prosperity and jobs, health, transport, culture, sports and leisure. The
Strategy adds to, rather than replacing or duplicating, organisational or area-based
environment strategies and management plans within East Sussex.

2. Strategy Outcomes
The Environment Strategy seeks to deliver eight outcomes:

 improved quality of life and health by creating a healthier, better quality environment
which people make use of as part of more active lifestyles

 increased understanding of the role which the environment plays in the economy of
East Sussex and support for the creation of jobs and prosperity through
environmentally sustainable economic growth



 made East Sussex a more resource efficient county, which meets more of its own
needs

 conserved and enhanced the landscape, built and historic environment of East Sussex
so that it retains its unique character

 conserved and expanded existing areas of high nature conservation quality, buffered
and linked these areas, and made the wider landscape more permeable to wildlife, in
order to reverse biodiversity loss in East Sussex

 reduced the contribution that East Sussex makes to greenhouse gas emissions and
made the county more adaptive to climate change

 increased public awareness and recognition of the environment and inspired greener
behaviours

 influenced other strategies and policies to help achieve these outcomes and delivered
more efficient and effective environmental protection and enhancement through joint
working

3. Implementing the Strategy

The strategy is based around ten environmental principles to guide organisations and
others living and working in East Sussex towards the realisation of the Pride of Place vision
and achievement of the environmental strategic priority by 2026, whilst also contributing
towards the delivery of other strategic priorities. Beneath each of the environmental principles
are three key objectives which translate each principle into practice. These are supported by
an action plan of short/medium term measures showing how we will make the strategy
happen, along with a lead delivery partner.

Partners will be encouraged to sign up to running their own organisations according to these
principles, as well as to developing new plans, strategies and services in line with them, to
help embed them in the culture of the organisation. One of the key aims is to encourage a
much wider range of organisations, communities and individuals to adopt some or all these
principles and work in partnership with each other to share expertise, knowledge and ideas
that could help realise the vision. In addition, as part of the implementation of the strategy, the
Environment Strategy Group will look at areas where greater efficiencies can be achieved
through partnership working and sharing of responsibilities, and how we can support
communities and individuals to play a greater role.

4. Links with the Climate Change Partnership for East Sussex
The Climate Change Partnership for East Sussex (CCPES) is chaired by Chris Wick of the
Environment Agency. CCPES is focussed on developing a countywide action plan focused on
climate change adaptation and mitigation across a wide range of areas including the economy,
housing etc. The draft Environment Strategy includes a section on the impacts of climate
change on the environment and how these should be addressed at a county-wide level.

There is clearly an interface between the Environment Strategy and the climate change action
planning work that CCPES is undertaking. Systems are in place to ensure good
communication and liaison between the two groups and the respective plans (including a
‘reality check’ of the draft Environment Strategy by CCPES), to ensure they compliment and
support the delivery of each other, at their different levels, and that there is no duplication in
work. The Agency, as well as a number of other CCPES members, is also on the
Environment Strategy Group.



The Environment Strategy Group is happy to continue to monitor and report against progress
in implementing the Strategy. However, subject to the form and content of the final Strategy
and whether ESSP decides to adopt it, there may be merit in broadening the role of the
CCPES, to take responsibility for the Environment Strategy.

5. Consultation
Although a wide range of stakeholders have had an input to the production of the draft
environment strategy, it is proposed that a full public consultation will take place on the draft
environment strategy from November 2010, with the aim of publishing the final strategy at the
end of March 2011.

6. Conclusion and recommendation
The draft Environment Strategy for East Sussex delivers the Pride of Place Countywide Action
Plan to encourage partners to work together to promote, protect and enhance the natural and
built environment and develop a countywide partnership environment strategy leading to
cleaner and greener communities and improved access to open spaces.

It is recommended that ESSP notes the preparation of a draft county-wide partnership
Environment Strategy for East Sussex and endorses the public consultation of the Strategy
with a view to subsequent adoption of it as ESSP’s Environment Strategy for East Sussex, in
line with the Countywide Action Plan.



Appendix A

Draft Environment Strategy for East Sussex



Appendix B

The East Sussex Environment Strategy Group currently comprises:

Action in Rural Sussex
Bradford’s Farm
Eastbourne Borough Council
East Sussex County Council
English Heritage
Environment Agency
Friends of the Earth Lewes
Hastings Borough Council
High Weald AONB Unit
Lewes District Council
National Trust
Natural England
Plumpton Village Action Plan
Rother District Council
SpeakUp
RSPB
Sea Space
South Downs Joint Committee
Sussex Air Quality Partnership
Sussex Archaeological Society
Sussex Sea Fisheries District Committee
Sussex Wildlife Trust
Transition Town Lewes
Wealden District Council


